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Non-Discrimination : 
Views of Robbins and Viaer 

From LLOYDS BANK. REVIEW 

The opinion of two eminent economists.one British, one 
American, are summarised from articles contributed by , 

them to Lloyds Bank,Reviewfor October. 

ROFESSOR ROBBINS, in “In- brated in the proposed Trade 
’’ quest on the Crisis”, writes : Charter, is contrary to our funda- 

“But what of our markets when mental interest u’e should abstain a 
the C X ~ O R  goods are available ? little from doctrinaire prepossession 
Hitherto, in the abnormal condi- and inquire where that interest 
tions prevailing we haw found a actually lies. 
ieady market for all, o r  nearly all, “If we do this, I think, we shall 
that we could produce. But these discover a number of very relevant . 
conditions are already changing ; facts which have tended to be 
and we cannot rely upon them to ignored just lately. ‘ro begin with, 
persist in futurc. In  the absence of it would be very difficult, 1 believe, 
delibentc efforb to create sufficient to show that so far we hare been 

1 elbow-room for trade, we may greatly embarrassed by the 
find ourselves with our industry a t  obligations we haw already . ’ 

last ready to produce the requisite assumed. . I can think of a few 
rolume of exports, but insuff‘icient cases where . complete liberty to 
buyers to take them off oiir hands. discriminate in oiir purchises might 

‘‘ This raises the much debated have reaped some small advantage. 
question of non-diswimination and But in the main the idea that great 
the general policy of the Trade easements of our position. would 
Charter. And here, at the risk of have been possible in this nay is 
raising a hornet’s nest, I would like .. pure mytholqgy. Where are the 
to say that in recent discussion vast’stocks of commodities which 
there have been signs that we are rest unsold because we have not 
tending to lose our heads. In  been able to buy them on dis- 
saying this I must not be under- criminatory terms ? 
stood as wishing to defend all the “ But, of couke, the main debate 
obligations of the’loan Agreement. * is concerned not with the past, but 
I n  a world in which similar obliga- with the future. Shall we be able to 
tions were not to he accepted do better for ourselves in future if 
immediately by other countries, the general presumption in favour 
these imposed restrictions on our of non-discrimination goes by the 
freedom of action which were board ? 
difficult to accept and were indeed “Now, it may be freely admitted 

, only acceptable at all as part of a that if we could assume that 
bargain. \$‘hat I am concerned to everything else remained the same, 
emphasize, however, is that before that other countries with the power 
deciding tliat the whole principle .to rehliate remained acquiescent 
of non-oiscrimination, applied \$\-it11 while we exploited discrimination 
rrasonahie exceptions as adum- to the full, it is quite conceivable . 
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that we might reap substantial 
bcoefits. It is certainly not a 
discovery of'recent years that, in 
such conditions, discriminatory 
buying and reciprocal trade ar- 
rangemrnts may bring advantages. 

.But, of course, to conclude from 
this that a general abandonment of 
the principle of non-discrimina- 
tion is to our advantage is 
completely to beg the question. It 
is really to show a fantastic conceit 
of ourselves and our power in the 
twentieth century to suppose 
that, if we were to embark on 
such a course, all. the countries 
against which we might discrim- 
inate, having regard to our special 
difficulties and our special services 
to the world i n  the past, would 
bind themselves to a self-denying 
ordinance not to resort to similar 
measures and would stand by and 
take all the knocks. But if they do 
not practise such abstention, if they 
in their turn resort to similar 
practices, our prospects would be- 
come very difficult. \ With an 
export trade of peculiar vulner- 
ability and a bargaining power 

~ in' respect to pripary products 
! '  greatly inferior to what is com- 
I monly supposed, the likelihood is 
, -  that we should be' the losers and 

that our last state would be worse 
than ourfirst .  I f  anyone doubts 
this as a statement of mobabilities 

, 
I 

~ 

, 

"As a matter of fact, contrary to 
prevalent impressions, the question 
of the acceptability of the Trade 
Charter is not at all a question of 
the acceptability or unacceptability 
of discrimination in all its forms. 
For good or for bad, i f , i t  is exam- 
ined as it is rather than9abused 
II priori, the Trade Charter will be 
found to contain iuite a nuniher of 
provisions whereby, when. certain 
conditions aie satisfied, members 
are allowed to discriminate (halance 
of payments difficultics, common 
subscription to the LiVLF., scarcG 
currency conditions, etc.). What 
is at stake is not a matter of dis: 
crimination or no discrimination, 
but rather discrimination at will or ; 
discrimination according to rule. 
The  practical issue therefore is 
this : Are we to he content with a 
limitcd right to discriminate agreed 
upon with those who might dis- 
criminate against us? Or do we 
attach so much importance to the 
riglit of unfettered unilateral action 
in this respcct that we are willing to 
reject the Charter in i t s  entirety, 
with all the possibilities of safe- 
guards and new outlets for our ' '  

exports which it undoubtedly 
involves, and face the risk of 
retaliation at a moment when, 
in dire need of friendly support, 
we have overtly broken with the 
United States on a maior Droiect of 

' 

. 

1 . ,  
let him read the h;o pou.erful * reconstruction ? 'A man must be 
articles by Mr. RlacDougall in far gone-in doctrinc if he plumps 
recent numhcrs of the Economic for this latter alternative without 
yourrid (IMarch 1946 and March 
1947) where the actual facts of our "Beyond this, moreover, there are 
bargaining power and our trade even weightier arguments which 
position are ftiitlifully sct out and justify some hesitation before 
discussed. I t  is this kind of adopting the complete change of 
analysis which the advocates of direction in policy which is now 
discrimination have to meet, nut, urged upon us. If the search for a 
ns they are inclined to urgc. a set commonly acceptable commercial 
of doctrinaire and abstract ore- code hreaks down end we begin to 
possessions. embark upon the pdicy of KO- 

very grave reflection indeed. 
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nomic bluc-building, we run very 
grave risks of disrupting the Com- 
monwealth. There has been much 
talk recently here in Britain about a 
Comrnonn.ealth ' Customs Union. 
It can scarcely have escaped obser- 
vation that the response elsewhere 
has not been enthusiastic ; and if 
wc look ,at the facts of the world 
uarling, situation, rather than in- 
diilge in pipe dreams, it is easy to 
sec that any attempt to build 
rnuud this cowtry a system which 

. discriminates strongly against the 
L'nited States-and that of course 
is what is really in question-is 
bound to impose the greatest strain 
.on Commonwealth unity. The  
Canadians would ,alhost certainly 
have to contract out. 'l'he position 
of South Africa is at least doubtful; 
India is definitely not interested. 

. Even the Suuthern Ilominions, 
bound as they are tu  this country 
by the most intimate trading 
relationsliips, \vould find the posi- 
tion embarrassing. I t  is one thing 
for us to defend the status quo 
as regards existing preferential 
arrangements and to insist that any 
modification here shal! he part of an 
advantagcous bargain. I t  is quite 
another thing to contemplate pro- 
jects which threaten the solidarity 
of the English-speaking %,orld for 
an economic gain which might very 
well be negative. 

"Most of the apparent strength of 
. the case for discrimination rests 

iipon the circumstance+'attendant 
on the present shortage of dollars. 
But I venture to suggest that if we 
dig a little beneath the surface we 
discover facm which point in a vcry 
different direction of policy. As 
I see things, the dollar shortage is 
largely to be attributed. to three . main factors : inadequate tem- 
porary iissistance to ex-belligerent 
countries to tide them over the 
1 6 *  

, 

I 
1 difficulties of the transition, infla- 

tionary internal policies and inap- I 
I 
I propriatc exchange rates. 'l'he 

first of these factors has heen well 
discussed ; how different the 
position would haw heen this year 
if UNRR.4 assistance had been 
continued or if  a series of recon- 
struction loans similar to the 
loan to this country had been 
gcnerdily available to co-operative 
ex-belligerents. 'l'he second, 
inflationary internal policies, has . 
heen less discussed, but irs 
significance is plain.; factors similar 
to those which have impeded the 
cipansion -of exports here. have 
heen operative on a large scale in a 
grcat many other countries. But, 
so far, for reasons which are 
difficult to follow, the fact that the 
erchanges of many countries are 
plainly over-valued has attracted. 
inadequate attention. Yet it is 
here, I believe, that there is to b e  
found one of the main keys to the 
pfoblem of restoring inter- 
national equilibrium. If,. for 
reasons of prestige or from inade- 
quate conceptions of policy, a 
nation persists. in maintaining 
rates of exchange quite out of 
relat,ion to ' internal prices and 
costs, it is only natural that it 
should find itself in balance of 
pyments difficulties; Of course, 
this is hy no means the whole 
story of current disequilibria, But 
it is a part and an essential part 
which hitherto has tended to be 
suppressed. A great many of the 
more plausible arguments .for 
discriminatnry special arrange- 
ments mould disappear overnight 
i f  appropriate adjustments, aided 
by appropriate short-term assist- 
ance, could he made in tile 
exchanges. 

"By this, I must not be under- 
stood to be advocating a change, 

2' 3 3 



to be ill-advised and premature. moderate levels. On analogous 
But there are other rates about grounds 1 believe that enforcement 
which, no such dubiety exists. I t  of the non-discrimination rule 
was one of the main purposes of the .should wait until currencies, ex- 
establishment of the. International changes, and price systems are 
Monetary Fund to promote an reasonably accurate reflectors of the I ’  

orderly idjustment ofthe exchanges 
where fundamental disequilibria 
exist ; and 1 am inclined to 
think that the time has come when 
its utilization for this purpose 
would be greatly in the common 
interest. How much morc con- ’ 
durive to peace and prosperity 
would be resort to such adjustment, 
carried out by mutual consent 
under expert auspices, and ferti- 
lized, let us hope, by new flows of 
temporary assistance, tlian the dis- 
orderly makeshift of discriminatory 
arrangements, economically fissi- 
parous, .subject continually to the 
perverse play of politics an? tcnd- 
ing to disrupt the diplomatic unit 
of the civilised world.’’ 

Professor Viner sums up his 
view as follows:- 

“I firmly believe in the virtues 
of the non-discrimination principle 
as the general rule for a well- 
ordered free-market world. Only 
through substantial adherence to this 
principle by at least most of the 
world outside the Iron Curtain can 
Britain and the Hritish Dominions 
prdsper economically and ,can small 
countries .survive politically or 
economically. ,Hut this principle, I 
concede, does not m?ke much 
economic sense in a world of 
inflation, arbitrary prices, and ar- 
bitrary exchange rates. I have 
from its origins been convinced 

2 3 k  

prevailing economic realities. 

“That Rritain, howkrer, has here 
a genuine grievance, eith,qr hecause 
her commitment to non-dis- 
crimination has been a ‘handicap 

I to her recovery’in the immediate 
past and a factor in causing her 
balance of payments deficit, or 
because it is likely to be a handicap 
for her in the near future, is not 
clear, on the basis .of available . 
information. To what extent, and 
in ‘what sense of the term, has 
Britain actually been practising 
non-discrimination ? What com- 
modities, coming from what 
Countries, could..have been bought 
with inconvertible sterling instead 
of with dollars, and what additional 
Hritish commodities could have 
been exported to what countries, if 
the commitment to non-discrimina- 
tion had not been operative ? One 
can be sceptical also as to the 
prospects of England finding suit- 
able partners on a bilateralistic 
basis in the near future. Bilater- 
alism tends to be useful only to the 
weak and ‘to be available on toler- 
able terms only to the strong.. If 
Britain’s economy remains in need 
of crutches, she will find for the 
most part that those countries 
which offer themselves as partner! 
are in, even worse shape.” 

October 191i. 



French-Italian Customs Union 
From ITALIAN ECONOMIC SURVEY, Rbtne 

The case for  a French-Italian 'Customs Union is  a 
strong one, hut the competing economies of the tiiw 

countries present mnjor prohlems. 

I-IE proposal of a Franco-Italian 
union has taken shape as the 

trade. On,the one hand, economic 
nationalism suffocates business act- 

nucleus round which a vaster .ivity by confining it within too 
union, embracing if not all at narrow boundaries, while it is 
least a large pan  of Europe, might unable to reduce the influence of 
coagulate. foreign trade on the home market. 

A closer rconomic collaboration On the othcr hand, the introduction 
between t\Yo or more countries, of a general system of free trade in 
such as would be made possible by all the countries of the world 
securing a cusroms:union, is in would expose each country to 
line with one of the basic needsof constant fluctuations, for then any 
modern economy, so often deprived eyent occurring in any part of the 
of the possibility of development world \vould react, unhindered and 
and progress by the narrowness uf unattcnuated, on the whole world 
the several national 'territories in . economy. 
which it is compelled to operate. The  conclusion to be drawn from 
These narrow confines prevent all 'this is fairly clear and com- 
business from working on the most pelling. Modern economic con- 
efficirnt scale, and stand in the way ditions demand the formation of 
of the application of the most highly large demographic and territorial 
productiye arrangements which units surpassing, if need be, the 
would allow of lowering costs, and boundaries of existing States, of 
prices to the full extent the tri- which several should be included in 
umphs of modern technology and one unit. Such units already exist 

. . business organisation would in larse parts of the world which 
allow, and which would be so .benefit greatly by the fact tha t  they 
beneficial both to the producer and .are in linc with the requirements of 
the consumer. modern econqmy. Vice-versa. the 
. The small size of the individual position of the small and niedium- 

markets also prevents the economy sized countries who find it difficult 
of most countries from securing to overcome the manifold obstacles 
that minimu'm degree of stability in thc way of their economic 
uithout which technical and unification, is thereby made yet 
economic 'progress is . wry  diffi- . more difficult. 
cult. Instability is the most serious It  would be superfluous to point 
evil affecting all branches of eco- out the advantages of a unification 
nomic activity at our present stage as they are implicit.in the affirma- 
of $erelopmep. I t  affects both tion of its need: Morcovfr, 05 one 
small .and large countriys, nor has denies thc advisability of a suitable 
the progressive growth of tariff enlargement of the home market as  

, barriers reduced this evil nor a means for securing those lower 
would it be relieved.by the intro- costs and that :greater stability 
duction of a general system of free which, generally speaking, such an 
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enlargement can assure. The  diffi- 
culties and objections arise when 
we pass from general principles 
to the exa.mination of practical 
possibilities and to the expediency 
of the union of two or more specific 
countries, such as tha t  of Italy and 
-France, of the Scandinavian coun- 
tries, or of the sixteen countries 
rkpresented on the Paris Com- 
mittee for European economic co- 
operation. 

The  first and most frequent 
objection in such cases is based on 
the claim that the economies of the 
countries whose union is contem- 
plated do not complete each othcr 

' 111 an adequate dcgrce. 'I'here is 
indeed a widespread and gcncrally 
accepted opinion that a customs 
union is only beneficial if the two 
countries or groups of countries 
concerned complete each other, 
especially if one of the countries or 
groups produces or could produce 
large quantities of raw materials or 
foodstuffs of which the.other is in 
need, while the other produces or 
could produce tlie finished products 
needed by the former for current 
consumption or as capital goods. 
But it is also held that in the 
absence of such conditions, and 
above all if the production of the 
two countries should compete, the 
idea of a customs union should be 
discarded once and for all, as it 
would be definitely ,injurious to 
both. 

I t  would undoubtedly be of great 
importance to ascertain definitely 
i\,liether such opinions are well 
founded, especially in view of the 
decision that our Government and 
the Government of France will 
soon have to take on the proposed 
customs' union of  the two countries. 
I t  \sould indeed probably' be 
difficult to find another more 
typical example than that of the 
. 2 3 6  

French and the Italian ecoiiomies 
which complete each other only to 
a very limited extent, while on the 
other hand they are \-er). largely 
competitive. 

In our opinion this fact does not 
exclude the possibility, and within 
certain limits, the desirability of a 
customs' union, though undoubt- 
edly it makes it difficult to secure, 
and would limit the advantages to 
\vhich it would give rise. We 
believe that there is a possibility, 
not only of vcrtical integration 
which is that considered by the 
view of the problem generally held, 
but 31so of horizontal integration 
which can be achieved between 
econoniies of a like character. \Ve 
cannot, hoffewr, be blind to the 
fact that thc probahilities.of success 
in the case of an horizontal integra- 
tion are vcry uncertain. 

However this may be, a coni- 
parativc study of. the Italian and 
French economies, considered from 
the standpoint of thc degree in . 
which they complete each other, is 
undoubtedly ' of inarkcd interest. 
And for this purpose KC cannot do 
better tlian comparc tlie coni- 
position of their ,foreign trade. 
Composition of Foreign Trade 

1929 1936 
Fnnce Italy 1:nnce Itsly 

' 

1ntportr 
'Foodstuffs 23'0 21'6 27'1 12'7 
Materials fo: 

industry 59'4 58'4 58'2 68'8 
Finished- 
pioducts 17.6 19'8 I . 1 . i  18'5 _ _ - -  

?htal 1000 1000 100'0 100'0 
Exports 

Foodstuffs' ' 1 2 0  2 4 1  1.1.3 321 
Rlsterinls for 

indurtrr  209 32'7 32'3 2 6 3  
Finished. 
products . 6 7 1  43.2 53'4 41'6 _ _ - -  
T ~ ~ ~ I  i n o o , i o o o  io00  . I O W ~  .. 1 hese percentages silo\\. the 

similarity in the economic structure 
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FRENCH-ITALIAN 

of the two countries. Both are mixed 
agricultural-industrial ,economies, 
scantily provided with rdw materials 
which they must import to a large 
.extent from ahroad.. In normal 
times, imports and exports of food- 
s ~ &  almost balance, with a small 
deficit in the case of France, with a 
small surplus in the case of ItaJy. 
Both countries, however, must 
apply to foreign markets for large 
quantities of certain-foodstuffs. buf, 
under normal conditions of coursc, 
these food requirements do not 
weigh to any appreciable extent on 
their balance of payments. The  
largest passive item in the balance 
of trade is accounted for by the 
imports of raw and semi-manu- 
factured materials for industry, 
and to meet this liability each of the 
two countries must export large 
quantities of manufactured goods. 

‘rhis similarity in their economic 
structure is not however a sufficient 
reasnn !or denying that the two 
countries could nevertheless com- 

. plete each other in a marked degree. 
Although both are dependent on 
foreign imports for a large percent- 
age of the raw materials consumed 
by‘ their industries, it may well be 
that in some cases one of the 
countries is able to export what the 
other imports. and vice-versa. And 
this may also be the case for manu- 
factured goods ; the fact that both 
countries export them does not . 
exclude the possibility of reciprocal 
currents of exchange. 

This undoubtedly happens in the 
case of France and Italy. Under 
normal conditions we impurt from 
France such raw materials as scrap 
iron, and we export to France, for 
instance, hemp. +d in not a few 
cascs we import industrial products 
from France, and France imports 
othcrs from us. Yet nevertheless 
we must admit that such cases are 

. 
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only sporadic, and that the trade to 
which they give rise is of little 
importance. 

There was a time, several dozen 
years ago, when the two economies 
completed each other in many ways. 
Prior to the so-called tariff war, 
during the quinquennium 1881- 
1885, 41 per cent. of our exports 
went to France, and we received 
from that country 23 per cent. of 
our imports. But ’since then, the 
situation has been substantially 
modified. Even in 1908-1912, on 
the eve.of the first world war, only 
an average of 10 per cent. of our 
exports found a market in France, 
from which we obtained 9.5 per 
cent. of our total imports ; and on 
the eve of World \Var 11, in 1938, 
these percentages had fallen to an 
almost insignificant level : 3.10 
per cent. of our exports and 2.22 
per cent. ofour imports. In the case 
of France the percentages of her 
total trade represented by exports 
to and imports from Italy were even 
smaller, 1.3 per cent. and 1.6 per 
cent. respectively. 

‘Undoubtedly this progrrssive de- 
cline of the trade between the two 
countries was due to some extent to 
non-economic causes. The  well- 
known saying t h a t  “trade follows 
the, flag”, is not.only literally true 
hut it also points to the fact that 
trade currents arc considerably 
affected by political trends. Italy’s 
entry into the Triple Alliance gave 
a new direction to her foreign 
trade, and the shrinkage of her 
exchanges with th‘e Western Powers 
which took place in the last pre-iVc 
decade was matched by their pro- 
gressive growth with the countries 
of Central Europe and more espec- 
ially with Germany. 

lt.would however he unjustifiable 
to exdggerate the importance of the 
political factor. The  ‘reduced 

2.3 7 
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8 ECONOMIC DIGEST . , 
volume was due to some extent to 
the political attitude of both coun- 
tries, but in the main it was yn- 
doubtedly due to the evolution of 
the two national economies and 
niurc especially tu developments in 
Italy which gradually reduced the 

'possibilities of mutual exchanges to 
an almost negligible figure. 

Is it possible that this trend may 
change and that ,the progressive 
shrinkage of Franco-Italian trade 
may make way for recovery! 
Would it be possible not only to 
develop more fully existing possi- 
bilities, but also-and this is the 
main point-to bring about a re- 
distribution of production between 
the two' countries which would 
allow of more active and substantial 
exchanges, and which would, above 
all, lead to that lowering of costs 
which is the usual result of specialis- 
ation ? 

These are questions to which it 
is extremely difficult to give an 
answer other than that of the 
theoretical reasoner, based on sup- 
positions which are more or less 
removed from realities and which 
therefore afford no certainty that 
the practical results mill correspond 
to those which can be foreseen in 
the abstract. I Above all, it is 
difficult to foresee whether the 
advantages that it might be possible 
to obtain from the supposed re- 
distribution of work would be 
fairly divided between the two 

. 

countries. 
This'is evidently a question of 

capital importance for the future 
stahilitv of the relations thus 

~~ 

created, as should it turn out in 
practice that the advantages would 
be mostly on one side, this disparity 
would undouhtedlylgive irresistible 

impetus to a movement in favour of 
a return t? the previous situation. 

I t  wouldhof course, be still worse 
if one of the Countries were to 
secure on the whole advantages, 
while the other would suffer losses. 

All these considerations make it 
easy to understand that the pro- 
posed Franco-Italian customs union 
causes much perplexity to many 
people on both sides of the 
frontier. But it is no less easy to 
understand that in so ,complex a 
matter, so bristling with unknown 
quantities, it is impossible to arrive 
at a decision based on facts of an 
economic nature. Not only does 
the proposal involve an element of 
unavoidable risk, as is the case in 
almost all important decisions, but 
there is no means of measuring in 
advance the size of that risk. 

That such perplexity is nbt un- 
justified, and that the decision to 
enter a customs' union taken by 
two or more countries entails 
consequences of exceptional im- 
portance, is shown by the fact that 
history registers few cases in which 
such unions have really been the, 
result of mutual consent. Neverthe- 
less we are living in such excep  
tional times, and the needs we have 
to face are so great, as perhaps to 
justify rather more daring on the 
part 0.f statesmep than under 
ordinary conditions, if indeed we 
are convinced of the need of follow- 
ing new paths, and if there is at 
least a reasonable chance that the 
new initiative will not be con- 
demned to incvitable failure.-From 
ITALIAN ECONOMIC SURVEY, pub- 
lished by Association of Italian 
3 a n t  Stock Companies, Rome, Octo- 
ber. 1947. 

, 
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I Lessons of Two World Wars 

A-an Vuwpmnt 

By JOHN I-I. WILLIAMS 
In a survey of the economic records of two world wors, 
the author discusses America’s part in the post-war 

reconstruction plan. 

LOOKING at  our present prob- 
lems in the light of the 

experiences after World .\Var I 
we can see that in various ways this 
post-war .record has been bene?.’ 
,But in some respects we have 
made the same mistakes as before. 
We have submerged the eoncrete 
in the abstract, the short run in the 
long run. We have thought too 
much in terms of broad (and even 

. doctrinaire) principles, and not 
enough about the kind of world to 
which they would apply. \Ve have, 
in other words, failed again to 
appreciate the difficulties bf the 
transition period, or.to provide an 
adequdte programme for dealing 
with them. 

Lessons from the developments 
after the two wars help us chart our 
couise. ,\Ve shall need to provide 
further financial aid, and as much 
as the conditions. warrant, hut 
American dollars should not be the 
main reliance. The  condition of 
“World dollar shortage” is not at 
present a general condition, but a 
special one in specific countries. It 
is a consequence of failure thus far 
to develop adequate production 
(and to restrict home buying 
power). Our function should be to 
assist and alleviate the process, but 
with the assurance that our aid is to 
be co-ordinated with self-help in a 
way that will avoid its merely 
postponing the adjustments that 
o?Iy the European. countries thern- 
selves can carry through. 

9 

We’can help keep prices down by 
rationing exports to the countries 
that need them less, and whose 
demand for them has been strength- 
ened by theit abnormally large gold 
and dollar holdings. Throughout 
the whole experience since 1918 
runs the lesson that we must con- 
centrate on the key situations and 
conditions, correction of which 
would promote a general, recovery 
and the kind of world trade organ- 
isation we are seeking to restore. 

Much of our efforts ha\,? been 
directed towards long run objec- 
tives ; towards the devising of 
international trade and currency 
organisations which can function 
effictively only after more 
normal conditions have been 
restored by other means. .This is 
true of the Monetary Fund, and of 
I.T.O. Only the International 
Bank can be regarded as properly 
having transitional as well as 
long-run uses. We should explore 
thoroughly the possibilities of using 
the Fund. Whatever may have 
been the intention when the Fund 
was set up, there is something in- 
congruous in the spectacle of an 
institution which now has about 
$3.2 billion of gold and dollars 
merely standing by. 

On American trade and currency 
policy a number of true, but 
familiar things might be said. As a 
creditor country we must be willing, 
not only to invest abroad, but to 
import the goods our capital creates. 

‘ 2 3 9  
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But this is for the future. More trade or the opposite, rather than ! 
relevant to present problems.is our whether they violate the pure 
attitude towards the 1.T.O. Charter principles wc seek to promote. 
and related currency questions. We Above everything the world is 
face the task of creatinf.a (vorkable looking to us to maintain stability 
system acceptable to both free and a t  home at a high level of output 
planned economies. IVe must and employment. It is the fear of 
start from where we are, and not dcprcssion here that constitutes , 
try to impose some system ready- today the main reservation against 
made. To  the extent that we put trade and currency plans. The  
pressure on other nations to give greatest contribution we can 

' ' up their present arrangements, make towards prescrving our kind 
before we are prepared to offer of economic system, here arid 
better ones, we are likely to increase elsewhire, will be through the 
the cost to ourselves of recon- maintenance of a stable and pros- 
suuction. perous economy at home, coupled 

Our attitude towards bilateral with a liberal and .constructive 
agreements and discriminatory trade and investment policy abroad. 
practices will have to take account From FOREIGN AFFAIHS, (211 A?nni- 
of circumstances. The  question to can quartnly published by the 
be asked should be whether they Council on F o r e i p  Relations. Octo- 
are likely to encourage a growth of ber 1947. 

. ,  

I *  

-. 
TIIt: Goid Old Jkrys  < 

TAXES upon every article which enters into the mouth or 
covers the back or is placed under the foot ; TAXES upon every- 
thing which is pleasant to see, hear,,feel, smell, and taste ; TAXES 
upon warmth, light and locomotion ; TAXES on everything on 
earth and in the waters under the earth, on everything that comcs. 
from abroad or is grown at home ; TAXES on the raw material ; 
1'AXES on every fresh value that is added to it by the industry of 
man ; TAXES on thc sauce which pampers man's appetite and 
the drug that restores him to health, on the ermine which decorates 
the judge and the rope that hangs the criminal, on the brass nails 
of the coffin, and thc ribhoiis of the bridge ; on the poor man's 
salt and the rich man's spice, at bed or at board, couchant or 
levant ; WE MUST PAY, 

The  schoolboy whips his TAXED top. The  beardless youth 
manages his TAXED horse with a TAXED bridle op a TAXED 
road : and the dying Englishman, pouring his medicine which has 
paid 7 per cent. into a spoon which has paid 15 per cent., throws 
himself back upon his chintz bed which' has paid 22 per cent., 
makes his will on an k8 stamp, and expires in the arms of an 
apothecary who has paid El00 for the privilege of putting him to 
death. . . His virtues are handed down to posterity on 'TAXED 
marble :'and he is then gathered to his fathers to be taxed no 
more. (By SIDNEY SMITH, EDINBURGH RLWEW? 1820, exhumed b-v 

2 b $1 
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Cheiap' Money Controversy - 
Here we the coses for ond uguitrst the Che&p'Motzay 

Policy, stured by front-vatlb experts. 

1. l'he Case For the l'o!iq 
By R: F HARROD 

APAK' from the question of (he 
rate of interest as a regulator of 

capital outlay, it is imperatively 
necessary for us to have a low rate; 
owing to the large size of the 
national debt. This is an over- 
r.idiAg argument. There is a 
further argument. If  we accept 
Lord Keynes' diagnosis that in the 
long run our economy needs a low 
rate of intrrest, there may he a 
danger in allowing it to rise now. 
For once it had risen, it would not 
he easy to reduce it again. And if, 
however much it rose, it would still 
he necessary to maintain direct 
controls over capital outlay, this 
takcs away the argument for letting 
i t  rise. If we must have tliese con- 
trols i n  any case, then why not 
also enjoy the very great advan- 
tages, from the point of view of the 
Exchequer and the taxpayer, that a 
low rate of interest affords ? Indeed 
it may he argued that in present 
circumstances quitc a high rate of' 
interest would exert but a small 
curbing influence on the volume of 
capital outlay, so that even if we 
allowed n high rate of interest, with 
all its concurrent disadvantages. 
the pressure of direct controls 
could be hut little relaxed. 

111 referring to controls over 
capital outlay, 1 am not thinking of 
material-allocations or import-pro- 
gramming, those most vexatious 
and inefficient types of control, but 
of specific direct controls by build- 
ing liccnccs, etc. In  fact, a t  present 

the greater part <!f capital ou!l.iy is 
governed I)? dircct politic+l decis- 
ions on the part of the Government 

. -in the sphere of housing, public 
utilities, coal-mining and public 
works, .whether by the central 
or local aiittiorities. 1 have sug- 
gested tliilt it is most important to 
allocate a substantial part of the 
total amount of resources in the 
country available for capital outlay 
to refilling the industrial pipe lines 
and to covering minor extensions 
and reconstructions in the general 
run of industry. 'I'hese should be 
allowed without interference or 
control. Larger plans for rccon- 
struction in the industries outside 
thc purview bf the Government 
could he held in check by building 
licences. 

'The policy of a low rate of 
interest raises the question of the 
'technique for securing it. About 
this there appears to me to be much 
rniscunceptiun. Keynesian tech- 
nique has been adopted. In order 
to keep interest rates down, the 
au'thorities have flooded the capital 
niarkets with money and short- 
term paper: lleferenccs to inflation 
(or to inflationary pressure) often 
have this flodding in mind. T h e  
reader will perceive that this has 
nothing whatever to do with what 
I have called "inflationary prcs- 
sure". 1 do not regard this flood of 
liquidity as having any immediate 
bearing, if any bearing at ,al l ,  o n .  
the problem of inflation. 

I I  ? @  ' 
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-The aggregation ,of the past 
savings of our people is now held 
in two forms, ownership of all the 

. physical ass& in the country and 
government debt. To secure a low 
rate of interest the authorities act 
upon the latter, namely by altering 
the proportion between the short- 
h t d  and the longer-dated securi- 
ties. Dy enlarging the proportion of 
short-dated assets they enhance thc 
value of the longer-dated assets and 
thus reduce the interest yield that 
they bear. If,there is a tendency to 
he ,discontented with the low 
interest on the longer-dated assets, 
the authorities counteract the effect 
that such a tendency \yoould have 
upon their value hy reducing the 
proportion of them in thc market. 
I t  may be that this elegant mecha- 
nism is now breaking down (August 
1947). The crisis induced by the 
inflationary pressure in the sense in 
which I have used those words, 
namely an excessive capital outlay, 
a pressure which is now being 
intensilied hy the running out of 
foreign credits, is only too likely 
w upset a delicate device of this 
sort. Lord Keynes cannot be 
supposed to have.thought that its 
us(: would necessarily he effective 
in a major inflationary crisis of the 
kind through which we' arc no\\' 
living.. ' I t  will be a thousand 

ities if the Keynesian mechanism 
for keeping down interest rates is 
broken up by our capital outlay 
policy : if this happens, it will be 
another count against-that policy. 

Some hold that'the great volume 
of liquid assets that has come into 
esistencc adds to the inflationary 
prcssure. I t  is true that if the 
crisis developed to a point of 
complete breakdown of confidence, 
thew might be a stampede from the 
liquid a.wet.5 into goods. But we 
h a w  not reached that phasc yet. 

> 

, 
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The suggestion58 that savings held 
in the,  form of money or short- 
dated assets'are more likely to be 
transferred to the purchase .of 
consumable goods than if they 
were safely tucked away in longer- 
dated assets. But is there anything 
in this ? The  individuals and 
institutions which hold the bank 
balances or short-dated assets do 
so because they think it unwise to 
hold longer-dated assets at present 
prices-and if the crisis develops 
they may, alas, be proved right. 
They are all at liberty to hold the 
longer-datcd assets if they wish. 
The  argument which I am con- 
testing is that the authorities by 
bringing so much liquidity into 
existence have put people into a 
state of mind in which they. will 
readily employ their savings for the 
purchase of consumer goods. Rut 
the question that ought to be asked 
is-does the low rate of interest 
make people inclined 'to abandon 
their savings for the purchase of 
consumer goods? If people are 
disposed to save less or to spend 
their capital because the rate of 
interest is so low, then the low 
rate of interest inflames the infla- 
tionary pressure. But that argu- 
ment would hold whether the low 
rate of interest was duc to the 
operation of the authorities in 
increasing the volume of iiquid 
assets, or whether it came about 
so to speak, on its own. The large 
volume of liquid assets outstanding 
is neither here nor there. They are 
simply the mechanism by which 
the low rate of interest has been 
arrived at. An! Individual or  in- 
stitution holding these assets is 
perfectly free to move into longer- 
dated securities. I t  is only the 
disgust with the interest there 
obtainahlc that might lead him to 
move into the purchase of con- 

, . -  



CHEAP MONEY 
sumer goods. And that brings us 
back to the same point, namely 
that if in the existing state of affairs 
there is a tendency for people to 
s i r c  less or to expend old saPings, 
that is due to the low rate of 
interest and has nothing to do with 
the large volume of liquid assets, 
which is merely the mechanism by 
which that lo!v rate lids been 
hrought about. If people, including 
firms and institutions, became dis- 
gusted with the liquid assets and 
were prepared to hold longer-dated 
aqaets at the rate of interest thought 
proper b,$ the authorities, there 
would be no' obstacle to their 

to the management of the rate of doing so ; the authorities would 

betureen liquid assets and longer- question of basic foods in short dated assets and.providc the com- world supply, I suggest that with munity with the larger volume of the' aid of a pruning of longer-dated assets that it desired capital programmes we might get 
back to a freely functioning price to 'hold. 

I lay some stress on the foregoing mechanism in the 
near future. argument because those who rightly 

hold that inflationary pressure is a t  
the root of our evils will lead us off From ARE THESE HARDSHIPS REALLY 
on a totally wrong track' if they NECESSARY ? (Rupkt Hart-D&, 
suggest that the inflationary pres- London;5s.) 

With this reservation. in regard ' 

~ gladly 'Iter the existing proportion interest, and reserving also the 

, 

1 

11. The Case Against the Policy 
By F. A..€hYEK 

CONTROVERSY 13 

sure has any important connection 
with the' large volume of liquid 
assets outstanding. There is no 
hope of. getting our position right 
by financial jugglery il; the capital 
markets. Suggestions to the effect 
will merely distrdct our attention 
from the root causes of the trouble 
and waste precious time. Some- 
thilig much more drastic is re- 
quired.' That is a complete change 
in the deploymrnt of our resources 
of man-power and materials, a 
great reduction in the amount of 
resources devoted to physical capi- 
tal extensions. 

THE cheap money policy is to 
continue, MI. Harrod insidts, 

although he knows that this involves 
the indefinite .retention of direct 
controls of all investment. To 
many readefs, iqcluding the writer, 
it  will seem that by this incon- 
sistency Mr. Harrod undoes much . 
of the good work of the earlier part 
of the book. ' 

If, as Mr. Harrod justly empha- 
sizes,'our main need is to confine 
investment to the most urgent 
needs; it is  doubly necessary to 

assure that the investments which 
are made are those which will con- 
tribute most to raising productivity. 
This means that every act of in- 
vestment, not dnly the installation 
of new equipment, hut also tlie 
replacement of old, the building-up 
of stocks as well as the relative 
expansion of different indiistries 
according as they require more or 
less capital per unit of output, must 
be decided upon in the light of the 
return of this compared with other 
uses to which the same amount of 
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capital could'he put. Mr. I-larrod 
.himself insists earlier in the book 
.on th; necessity, in our present 
.situation, of "getting the last ounce 
.of work out of a machine before 
.replacing it". . I3ut this economy 
in the use of capital cannot he ex- 
pe.cted from the individual firm if 
thc'pricc of capital does nnt reflect 

.its scarcity : unless it does an 
e~~:repretieiir cannot, with the best 
,will in the world, decide whether a 
.particular use of capital .is socially 
still justifiahle or not. 'Tlius, x:ith a 
continued cheap money policy it is 
irpAable that all capital outlay 
should he made suhjcct to a system 
of privritics and decided upon by 
.sornc ccntrdl authority. There are 
fer:. industrial decisions which do 
not involve capital outlay i n  this 
sense. I believe in the coui-se of 
time mvre rather dim Icss controls 
shsn we have no\\' vxuld 1:c nects- 
.sary if  a cheap money policy is to 
be combined with a curtailmcnt of 
investment. To keep interest rates 

:low in the present situation must 
mean either a continued waste of 
.our prrcious capital resources or 
increasing controls, or most likely 
'both, since no direct control of 
investment can ensure that effi- 
ciency in the use of capital which a 
high rate of interest \wn~ld enforce. 

' 

DIGEST 

. I t  is probably even true to say 
that the cheap money policy xhich 
we hare heen following is the 
greatest single obstacle to a return ' 
to that free economy which Nr.  
Marrod desires. I t  may wel l  be 
that, in view of the effect of a rise in 
interest rates on our budgetary 
position, the restoration of n free 
capital market rrould:not be possi- 
ble \vitliout a bigger and inore 
painful npcration (such as a capital 
levy) than we i re  yet ready to 1 

contemplate. I h t  that it becomes 
admittedly more and more difficult 
to extricate ourselves ,from the 
consequences n f  a cheap moiiey 
policy if it is allowed to go on is no 
reason lor representing it 3s a go6d 
thing iii itself. 

None of the special circumstances 
which may have justified such a 
policy in the ninetecn-thirties is 
now present. I f  a high rate of 
interest is ever indicated. it is 
precisely in the circumstances in 
which we find ourselves at present. 
And just because this is the point 
where the obstacles to a return to a 
free system will he greatest, it is 
much to he regretted that so much 
sound advice should he spoiled by 
an inconsistency on a point which 
may well prove crucial.--l;rom 
Tnle AND 'lkx, A'mcmher I ,  1947 
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Tnlern;cCional Popul;iiiom 
Vrsblems 

By FRANK W. NOTESTEIN , 

7 h c  Unircd  R':irioris i s  a r t c n ~ p r i n g  10 hring world 
popululion problems ro rhc 1ci.d of political discussion 

on the hasis of sound  knowledgc .and  research. 

HE social analyst is in :I unique which social. economic, and politi- 
position to pose the questions of cal changes affect birth, death, and 

a real nTxld made of real people, migration. 
with 'problems of health, food, . The  student of population is 
housing, education, an$ work. He dealing with the dynamics of 
must observe people and society human life. He sees population 

' and take stock of existing inadequa- change in terms of economic, 
cies. Thcn lie has t? explorc alter- social, and political relationships 
native plans to discover how they and is i n  i i n  excellent position to be 
can be applied to the world as it is- realistic and concrete. 
not as it might Iiavc been or ought For example. he can point oiit to 
to he. the statesinan thnt today's political 

1 II iinsettled times, we tend to plaiis must provide for tomorormv's 
forget tha t  there are corninoil aims, people, who will differ from those 
basic human needs. and desires, now liere in nr!mber and distriho- 
hcttcr fund, hetter housing, better tion throughout the world. H e  can 
health, better education, and better warn the cngineer that the Utopia 
working-conditions. To the corn- which would do very nicely for 
inon man throughout the ~ r o r l ?  today may prove to be over- 
these aims are real. crowded by the time it is attained. 
[!topia, but a little alleviation of his He can remind those planning 
lot. All tou often \\'e forget that agricultural programmes that 
much can be done within thc better nutrition means not only 
framework of all isieologies to fulfil better health and fewer deaths, but 
the hopes of men by solving corn- also more people in need of better 
nion pmblems of social and food. And he has an answer to the 
economic engineering. Moreover, dilettante realist who suggests that 
I helieve that i n  such work lies the the fruits of technical knowledFe 
mea,ns of discovering that ciur should be withheld from the world's 
clcarrages are less insuperable than .undeveloped areas until birth 
thcy now appear. . rates decline. The  demographer 

].et us take, for example, my points out that maximum levels of 
special field--demograpliy. It is a human fertility are a product of 
useful instrument in planning for pnverty and ignorance much niore 
riiu future because population than they are a cause. 
changes affeci birth, death, 'and I t  is by calling attention to these 
ailnients. Moreover, irrespective and a host of other inter-relations 
of ideology, all peoples are that the students of population of 
vitally concerned with the \rays in every szhool of thou3';t c m  hring 

He seeks, not 
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more realism to the field of social 
engineering in ways that .carry 
meanine to all shades of oolitical . .  
opinion. 

If the field of demoeraDhv is a - . ,  
useful one, amongst others, in 
which to build common under- 
standing by seeking the solution to 
common problems, what in fact 
has the United Nations done ? 

The  population Commission has 
held two important sessions, and, 
under the able chairmanship of Dr. 
Albert0 Arca Parro, of Peru, it has 
proceeded with vision and system 
t o l a y  out a solid programme. 

First of all, the Commission has 
dealt with the problems of basic 
data and standard methods. Look- 
ing ahead to the censuses to be 
taken in or around 1950, it .has 
provided for a mutual exchange of 
census plans, and has drawn up a 
standard minimum list of subjects 
which it recommends should be 
covered by each census, and on 
which it hopes to achieve a maxi- 
mum of international compara- 
bility. 

Second, at the level of substantive 
work, it has launched projects of 
immediate practical importance to 
the United Nations. These include 
the provision of factual information 
about the world's population re- 
'quired by the various United 
Nations organizations, special anal- 
ysis of the populations of Trust 
Territories, and plans for-a Demo- 
graphic Year-book,, beginning in 
1948. 

This Year-book will contain 
world-wide population data cast in 
a form to meet the needs of 
specialists and non-specialists alike. 
Topics covered in 1948 fall into the 
following general divisions : 1.- 
Area and Population ; II-Eco- 
nomically Active Population ; III- 
Jntrrnational Migration ; I V -  

. 
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Natality; V-Mortality; VI- ' . 
Morbidity ; and VI!-Marriage 
and Divorce. 

Finally, and most important of all 
from the point of view of its long- 
run contribution to the field of 
international understanding, the ' 

Commission has taken .initial 
steps to provide a frame of reference 
on which future work in the field 
of population policy 'can be built. 
I t  is endeavouring to provide a plan 
by which Member states can 
study : ( I )  the inteiplay of 'eco- . * :. 
nomic, social, and demographic 
factors hindering the attainment of 

and cultural, development, and 
(2) the economically and socially 
most favourable rate of population 
change. To facilitate this work the 
Commission has asked the Secre- 
tariat to submit plans for such 
studies that would be suitable to 
the needs of industrially unde- 
veloped regions facing the prospects 
of early industrial development and 
having, at present, high rates of 
mortality and fertility. Studies by 
Member states of their own prob- 
lems along the lines of a common 
plan of work should do much to 
make possible the subsequent con- 
sideration of problems of inter- 
national population policy on a 
rational basis. 

Work thus far warrants the hope 
that population problems may for 
the first time be brought to the 
level of political discussion on the 
basis of,sound technical knowledge. 
If so, we may still hope to attain 

.rational population policies, and 
such policies are essential if the 

' United Nations is to help effectively 
to 'improve the health, material 
welfare, and cultural development 
6f the people of the world.-From 

XATIONS, Stplrs.lrr ?U, 1947). 
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' Gold as Money 
From BULLETIN FINANCIER SUISSE 

THE suspension of \the sale ,of for the foreigner, but the import- 
gold pieces to individuals by ance of this contraband traffic has 

the Swiss Natjgnal Bank, is of in- 'perhaps been exaggerated. Is it 
terest not only to hoarders or col- really l i e ly  to weaken the Swiss. 
lectors of gold, but to everyone, monetary position ? The  outsider 
because it raises problems which does not obtain Swiss gold for. 
have a bearing on the whole nothing. H e  must buy Swiss francs 
monetary system. Is ' the Swiss on the free markets abroad or sell 
Franc still in fact a gold currency ? foreign currency on 'the Swiss 
To the foreign monetary authori- ,market.. If he sells dollars in 

.ties it certainly is so, and as far as Switzerland, the National Bank can 
can be seen, will be for a ldng time convert.them into gold, which has. 
to come. But for the man in the thus gone out by one door only to 
street to consider a currency as the return immediately by another. As 
equivalent of gold itself he must be for other currencies, the capacity 
able at any time tor exchange his for their absorption in the Swiss 
bank notes into gold. I t  is not market is decidedly small. T h e  I 

sufficient for him to know that they Swiss franc inspires more confi- 
are. entirely backed by gold, he dence than any other currency, 
wants to be able to handle the gold even the dollar. 

he wishes. It is this power which does not, of c&,rse, suffice to. 
has Just been taken from him. maintain confidence in money. T h e ,  

I t  is true that ;he devaluation,of public finances must be satisfac- 
1936 made it necessary to de- tory, and the purchasing power of. 
monetise the ancient gold. pieces, the currency must correspond ap- 
but the bearer of Swiss notes could proximately with its gold parity. 
still nearly always obtain gold These conditions are not realised 
legally, by paying a relatively in Switzerland, and still less in 
modest premium, at the rate of 32 other countries. One has only to 
paper francs for 20 gold francs. remember that in June 1947 the 
Now, however, the suspension of official cost-of-living index was. 
gold issues by the National Bank 217.4 (100 representing the 1914 
has made it practically impossible level). According to the gold parity 
to obtain gold. a t  the maximum this index should be about 140. 
Price imposed b y  the Federal Yn these circumstances it is not 

.. Council. I t  still Possible to possible to restore the actual circu- 
Ingots, but dealings annot for lation of gold pieces, in conformity 
less' than a ( 5 ~ 0 ~ 0  francs): with the traditional gold standard. , 

The  National Bank justifies the Thegold sold hy the National Bank 
new measure on account of the is necessarily boarded immediately. 
large volume of foreign buying. nut  these sales certainly help to ' 
Switzerland being the only country maintain at .least a relative confi- 
where gold could be freely pur- dence in Swiss money.-From 

gold must have a great attraction 

, 

which they represent, if and when The  ability to buy gold freely 

. 

I '  chased, it was evident that her RWI.IXTIN FIXANCIER SWISS!?, S@-. 
iember ,1947. 
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Year Plan 
‘ I ‘ By KLEMENT GOTTWALD, Prime iI,/iirirrer ,$ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~ 

T H E  Five-Year Plan on which Czechoslovakia with - the  steady 
Czechoslovakia will embark progress of the planned .economies 

when the“Two-Year Plan ends in qf other democracies. To do this, 
1948 is intended to double her it will he necessary to export every 
national income per head and to year at, least 15,000 million crowns 
transform the country into a first- worth of goods to countries xith ~ 

class heavy industrial economy. planned economies. 
‘I‘Iie ‘plan will involve not only ‘The Fi\.e-ycar plan sllould set 

the expansion of industrial and as its ta,+ a 60 ,,er ce,lt. increase 
, agricultural production, but an i n  consumption per llcad oter thc 

entire reorientation of Czech and pre.,\.ar 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ,  .rile hasic con&- 
Slovak economy. Czechoslovak tion for this is to r3isc outpllt of 
economy, \rhich has been shaped by meVal inciustry at least yo per 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, \\,ill cent. o\IcT the target for 19+~,  ,,.hiie 
have to he adapted to the new production of the cngincering 
ecnnomic conditions of to-day. industry should bc increasvd by 
Industries with which pre-war appr,,simately 200 Cellt, , 

’ Czcchoslovakia has competed on 
world markets on the hasis of Other features of the plan \rill 
.starvation wages, e.g., the pro- be the building of 200,000 flats, 
duction of gloves, toys, ,,lass and big increases .in textile consump- 

. 

textiles, will have to he partly tion, 40 per cent. increase in 
’rilis structural change transpon facilities and a rise of 

will mean tha t  the textile industry, ‘20 per cent. in agricultural produc- 
.for example, will lose part of its tion over the pre-war level. 
leading position in the.economy. During the first three m o n h  of 

The  reason for this is that the 1947, industrial workers in Czecho- 
.country has to strengthen its metal slovakia earned 36.5 per cent. 
industry in order to save the more per hour than last ycar. 

.economy from “dangerous reper- Clerks and other white-collar . 
cussions”. Not only is this neces- workers received wages which 
sary from the point of view of were 38 per cent. higher than in 
-foreign trade, but also for the 1946. Wages paid by nationalised 
.development of productive re- industry-which is about 65 pcr 
sources and the increased security cent. of the whole industry-are 
.of the state. approximately 25 per cent. highcr 

Maximum independence must than those paid in enterprise3 still 
he obtained from the effects of privately owned.-Recent .Ypeec/r 
the inevitable economic cycles in in RuNetin of CZECHOSL0\..4K ECO- 
.other countries. This will be KOMIC ASSOCIATIOE, LONDON. Oc- 
.achieved by a policy of identifying tober, 1947. 

I 

6 

I 

. 
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\ ECONOMIC DIGEST 19 

Russia Orders Czeah Equipment 
Dr. Fahinger, Director General of the nationalised metal- 

working and engineering industry, of Czechoslovakia, told a 
."Rude Pravo" correspondent after his return from ~hloscow 
tliat Russian experts asked for increased deliveries. Czechoslovakia 
according to Dr. Fabinger, would he able to meet these require- 
ments if thy Soviet Union increased her supplies of ore to this * 
country. Products of the heavy industry to he esported to Russia 
would >urnprise locomotives. excavators, equipment for gentrating 
plants, sugar refineries, cement and glass irorks, plate glass. 
machine tools, etc. 

Russian experts h:id also :Islied for equipment for the production 
of artificial fibres and had provided the plans for tlieir c<mstruction. 
\Ye had also hcen asked, Dr. Fahinger continued, to supply a list of 
consumers goods which would be of interest to the Sovict Union. 
(BULLIWIN 01: CZECHOSLOVAK ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION, October 

' 

. 1047) 

1. The hational adniinistratioc has twsted :ill the reserves for 

2. The national admin i s tdon  has borrowed 300 mil!ions. 
3. They kickcd out all the 2,000 leading incn who haw grown 

up into their positions. 
4. The national administration has raised the prices, so that they 

became unreachable for the population. 
5. They even spoil the work morale of thc workers. According 

to the factory paper they need up to four times more workers to 
achieve the s a p  production. ' 

the precipice of bankruptcy. 
By JAN A. RATA, from a lelrer in AMERICAN APPAIHS, October, 1947 

reconstruction of hombed factories. 

After 10 months of national administration Zlin works are on . 

(Extract from MONOGRAPH ON WHEAT published by FAO.  
March 1947) 

"It is unlikely that wheat will again he exported in large quanti- 
ties from South-East Europe. Agrarian reforms in those countrics 
.have led to the disappearance of the most important class of great 
.wheat growers. On the small farms now being farmed the number 
of hehd of cattle will increase as rapidly as possible, and forage 
cereals will be.gro1r.n and will partially replace wheat. 

"Even in those regions where the agrarian rcform was carried 
ou t  after World War I the trend will be to u t i b e  any cereal surplus 
o n  the spot, or at most to direct it on to other districts of the same 
region." 

2.4 9' 1 7 *  



Reconstrubtion of U.'K. . .  
Merchant Flee& 

.By M. KENDALL \ 

. .  
T H E  comparison of theU.K.mer- T h e  laid-up figures indicate that 

chant fleet in 1939 with 1947 about 10 per cent, of the fleet is 
on a purely tonnage basis (shown inactive ; the effect of port 'delays 
in the first table below) 'while may he to reduce the elfectiveness 
correctly indicating that the tanker of active tonnage by. 15 pe! cent. 

'strength, is otherwise rather mis- such as the more complete loading 
leading, for the tramp tonnagi: for of cargo liners (which sometimes 
1947 includes about 1.6 Mn. 6.1. travelled light in pre-war days) a i d  
tons which are returnable to the the 'somewhat increased average 
U.S.A., 'as well as 0.5 Mn. g.r. speed of the fleet. But on the , 

\tons which are operating on liner whole it seems that at present the 
berths. These latter vessels arc whole fleet is only .ahout 75 per 
liners as f i r  as their employment is cent. effective as judged by pre-war 

main so until they can be replaced The  extensive sinkings and the 
by newly-built linen. It appears construction. of only standard 
thus that the true tramp fleet in tankers and tramps has materially 
United Kjngdom tramp ownership altered the age-constitution of the 
(cornmerclal or Government, ex- fleet. I t  has been estimated that a t  
cluding returnable tonnage and the end of 1946 about 30 per cent. . .  
tramps working on liner berths) IS of non-tanker tonnage was over 
about the sam'e as in 1939. On the 20 years old, whereas the figure in 
liner side there is still a gap of 1939 was about 20 per cent. T h e  
between I #  and 2f Mn. tons to be problem of obsolescence has there- 
made good before we reach the fore increased, in spite of the new 
1939 level. building. Of tankers, about 30 per 

But tonnage is far from being cent. are Over 16 Yeam old (this 
At the present time being the normal life of oil-carriers). 

there are two factors in particular The  position may be summarised 
which reduce the effective tonnage as follows : 

,very considerably ; the time taken (a) Tanken first, as these are the 
for repairs and the time occupied easiest case-the tanker fleet has 
by turn-round in.port. practically regained its . pre-war 

fleet is nearly back to pre-war Therc are compensating factors . Lc 

concerned and will probably re- standards. , I  

, 

U.K. FLEET AT SEPTEMBER, 1939, AND MAY, 1947 
(vessels of 1,600 g.r.t. and over) 

Sept. 1939 M a y ,  1947 
g.r.t. (000) g.r.t. (000) 

Tramps .. . .  . .  .. 3,858 6,024 
Line* .. .. .. .. 9,221 6,882 
Tankers . . . .  . .  . .  2,977 2,924 

TOTAL 16,056 , 15,830 
- - 

(conrinued 011 p u p  22) 
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ATLAS 1 
ASSURANCE 

\ ' C O M P A N Y  L I M I T E D  

The parable of the house which 
'was built upon sand and that  
which was built upon a rock is as 
true today as it was when it was 
f i r s t  uttered. It is equally t rue 
that a sound economy must rest 
upon sure foundations and essen- 
t ia l  to the fabric of those founda- 
tions is a stable and enduring 4 
insurance structure. 

. The Atlas Assurance. Company, 
established in London in the year , 
1808. is  part of that structure and 
thus contributes not only to  the 
prosperity of the country of i t s  

origin but also to the well-being 
of the peoples of many races and 
creeds throughout the civilised 
world. 

E S I I B l I S H E D  I808  

/ H E A D  O F F I C E  

9 2 ,  C H E A P S I D E ,  L O N D O N .  E.C.2 

L , 
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22 IXONOI\lIC DIGISI' 
BRITISH SI-IIPS L A I D  UP IN PORTS 01: GREAT BIWrAIN AN13 

IRELAND 
h'o. gilt .  

(000) 
April Irt, 1946 . .  317 1,172 January 1st. 1947 _ .  264 1.367 
Jqly lrt, 1946 . . . . 27'9 1,301 April lst, 1047 . . 284 r1,775 
'October Ist, 1946 ' . , 260 1.513 

xo. ' 8.T.t. 
(000) 

B U I L D ~ ~ G  PRICB 01: A 9,500 d.,v..t. MOTOI~ CARGO si.iiiD 

August, 1939 . . . .  . . .,. 35.25 IO0 

June 30th, 1946 . .  . .  . . 30.5 200 

June 30th. 1947 . .  . .  . . 34.75 228 

E per ton I 'CW"tagc 
d.w.t. of Aug. 1939 

December 31% 1945 . . . .  . .  28.0 1x4 

December 31st, 1946 . .  . .  31.5 207 

Frwii Fairplay, July 3rd, IW7 

strength, and may have surpassed 
it by the end of 1947. (Tankers 
are also less subject tu port delays.) 
The  world carriage of oil by sea, 
however, has inkreased \'Fry sub- 
stantially, being 30 per ccnt. greater 
in 1946 than in -1039, and may be 
expectcd tu increase still further. 
The  strain of war and the increasing 
age of the surviving pre-war ships, 
together with potential new require- 
ments, make it likely that there wi11 
he considerable demand fur 'ne\\. 
building for some years to come. 

particularly for passenger liners, 
there is still a considerable gap to 
be filled. Arrears of war losses 
have still to be made good in 
addition to '  normal arrears of 
replacement due to obsolescence. 

I t  appears probable that the 
building requirements of U.K. 
owners (always assuming that they 
are willing to build on the present 
or prospective markct) will be 

' about 600,000 g.r.t. per annum 
for a substantial period of timi, at 
least five years. Before the war 
this would have been regarded as 
well wjthin the capacity of British 
yards, which .were turning out 
about a million g.r.t. per annum in 
1Y37 and 1938. Present'rates of 
delivery are, however; much slower 
and it has been estimated that the 

(6) For dry-cargo ships, ' and - 

.2 5 2 

total output of merchant ships for 
U.K. and foreign owners will only 
be' about 750,000 g.r.t. in 1947. 
Shortages of materials and slower 
working combine with arrears of. 
reconditioning and repair to pro- 
duce this result. 

'l'he rapid rise in costs during the 
war and the post-war period is 
illustrated i n  the third 'Table. 

Of the total cost of a ship in 
1'125, 60 per ccnt. was due to 
materials, 32 per cent. to wages and 
8 per ccnt. to other factors. No 
reliable figures are available for 
current conditions, but the prupor- 
tion attributable to wages is prob- 
ably higher. The  question is 
whether costs of labwr  and ma- 
terials can be reduced substantially 
in the next few years. Taken in 
conjunction with the general ecu- 
nomic uncertainties of the position 
the outlook is \very obscure. If 
trade is maintained at the pre-war 
level and it can be carried in a 
fleet of pre-war size, the yards 
seem assured of work for several 
years. By the end of that time the 
fleet will be restored in tonnage, 
though it will not necessarily be a t .  
optimum suitability or possess a 
properly balanced age-constitution. 
-Extracts from London and Cam- 
bridge Economic Semice Bulletin, 
August 1 1 ,  1947. 

, 



Trends of Canada's Post-War 
Trade 

(Front BANK OF MONTIUL4L BULLETIh',> 

THE half-year (January tn  June, The  extent to which this coun- 
1947) witnessed thc, accentua- try's shipments io the United 

tion of two trends evident since the Kingdom have assisted in facilitat- . 
\Car. On the one hand, an increased ing payment for our imports from . 
excess, of Canadian. exports over the United States has recently heen 
imports continued to characterize . clarified. The  British Chancellor 
trade with the United Kingdom. of the Exchequer stated on August 
On the othcr hand, Canadian 7 that United Kingdom purchases 
imports from the United States with United States dollars in 
exceeded exports to that country by Canada during the twelve months 
$499 millions in the first six tn June 30, 1947, had aggregated 
months of 1947 as.compared with $220 millions, most of which had 
the deficit on trade account of $518 been for food, particularly wheat. 

I millions in thc full year 1946. It  had heen agreed 'between the 
~h~ Canadian do- two Governments, the Chancellor 

dollar expenditure 3hOu'd he met 

on the Canadian credit, and as to 
l:irst I:irst the other 50 per cent.:hy drawings 
Naif kidf f-inlf on the United States credit. 

(blillions of Dollars) 1947 1946 1946 
united Kingdom 353 331 266 Debits to individual bank ac- 
Other European counts amounted to 86,124 mil- 

C0""tr iCS 189 152 183 lions in July as compared with . 
4R2 491 396 $5,975 millions in June and 85,547 United States 

Other .hnericnn 
Countries 132 113  113 millions in July 1946. Significant 

All Other Countrics 173 162 135 items in the latest month-end 
return of the chartered banks 
were as follows :- Exports to all 

Countries 
The sources of Canadian merchandise imparts, exclusive of gold, in the Same June May June 

periods, were us follows :- (Millions of Dollars) 1947 1947 1946 
First Last First .Demand Deposits 
Half Half Half by public 2,186 2,053 2.150 

(hlillions of Dollars) 1947 1946 1946 
United tiingdom 85 . 91 11 1 Notice Deposits 
Other European by Public 3,644 3,682 3,363 

Countries 32 23 16 caiiLoons in 
United Stntes 981 787 618 106 81 115 
Other Ainrricvn 

Countrlcs 85 90 80 Current LOMS in 
All Other Countries 75 56 , 45 Camada ' 1,667 1,623 1,148 

Total Securities 4,131 '4,162 4,274 
Imports from all 

Countries 1.257 1,047 880 (Augwl, 1947) 

23 2 5 3  

. 

, mestic merchandise export trade, disclosed, that Britain's Canadian . 
- exclusive of gold, in recent half- 

havt: been as only as to 50 per cent. by drawings 
follows :- 

--- 
1,328 1,249 1,063 

- _ -  
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Swedish Interest Rates 
From QUARTERLY REVIEW, SKANDINAVISK4 BANKEN, Stockholm 

Sweden and Great Britain have similar experiences of 
cheap money and inflation. A solution for Sweden is 

given here. Can i t  apply equally to Grea t ,  Britain? 

THE'  great surpluses of expendi- 
ture over revenue in the Gov- 

. .ernment Budget have ceased. Thus, 
in essence, the necessity for infla- 
tionary economy has been elim- 
inated. Stabdisation of the money 
value and reinstitution of a sound 
monetary system have become 
questions of immediate im- 
pdrtance: The  situation in the 
credit markets is exceptional. Rates 
of interest are lower than ever 
before and new capital investments 
(for plant construction, machinery, 
home bGilding, etc.) are probably 
considerably larger than at any 
previous time. They surpass 
savings by an enormous margin. 

According to the theory gener- 
ally prevailing before the war, one 
must, in such a situation, have 
recourse to an increase in the rates 
of interest in order to regain the 
balance between savings and in- 
vestments. The  Riksbank and the 

must.be heavily curtailed. On. the 
other hand, they have repudiated 
the idea of increasing the rates of 
interest. There have been refer- 
ences to the high taxation, the 
Government's general control on 
trade and production and the 
Riksbank's control of credits as 
means by which the curtailment ,of 
investments will be achieved. 'rax- 
ation, however, has often had quite 
the opposite effect, and apart from 
the State monopolies and other 
State-owned enterprises, and the 

. control of .credits and banking 
exercised by the Riksbank i n  the 

' 

- 

' 

1 Government agree that investments 

. . 

2511 24 
. .  

normal course of its activity, there 
is hardly any Government control 
of the disnosition of caoital in 
Sweden. 

The  Riksbank has made exceed- 
ingly large purchases of bonds in 
the open market in order to check a ' 

rise of interest rates. Only a com- 
paratively modest part of the total 
of 700 million kroner has been 
justified by concern for the liquidity 
of the banks. The actual purpose of 
these bond purchases ,has been 
said to be to pour out as great an 
amount of money into the market 
as flows to the State and the - 
Riksbank respectively as a conse- 
quence of the recently established 
surplus of revenue in the national 
budget and of. the purchases of 
foreign exchange from the Riks- 
bank. Among these factors only the 
outflow of foreign exchange seeris 
to have any practical importance. 
But it is not possible to trace any 
striking connection between the 
size of the outflow of foreign 
exchange on one hand and the 
estent of the Riksbank's bond 
purchases on the other. The latter 
have served an entirely different 
purpose, namely to maintain the 
3 per cent. level on gilt-edged 
bonds. 

This .downward pressure on 
rates has been directed. to the 
long-term market and thus has 
come to favour the credit demands 
for investment purposes appearing 
iri this market, whereas it lias been 
said that ,the restriction of such 
demands has been especially desir- 
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able. The  Rikabank’s portfolio of psychological kffects. Industrial 
securities in September 1947 had ‘managers have been lulled into the 
reached. the enormous amount of belief that the rates of interest will 
2,501 million kr., or about as much not be raised. At the Same time 
as the total amount of notes in they have observed that money 
circulation. value is steadily deteriorating. 

These factors must lead to acceler- 
the Government, and giving a ated investments, as it will be more 
favourable rate of interest, should expensive to postpone them. If  
absorb as much as possible of the the Riksbank YdiSeS the rates of 
surplus purchasing power which interest and stops pumping money 
now exists. By directing the loan into the market, industry will see . 
funds to the Riksbank in partial or greater opportunity for a stable 
complete exFhange for its holding money value and for reductions 
of Government securities, the re- of the rates of interest when the 
duction of purchasing power in the present crisis has passed. I t  will 
market could be combined with a then be cheaper to let investments 
desirable unburdening. of the Riks- wait. 
bank. The  fact that very practical By leaving the.present system of 
difficulties will be met in putting stable rotes of interest and declining 
such a people’s loan into effect money value in favour of a system 
must not lead us to regard the idea of stable money walue and fluctuating 
as a Utopia. rates of interest, the Riksbank can 
, ’ An increase of.the rate of interest steer private enterprise into working 

I would lead to a limitation of the for a stabilisation of the money 
demands for credits. Not least value to a much greater degree 
important in this respect are the than now.-October 1947. 

A “Peop1e:s Loan” offered by 

‘ 

Contributors tu ‘thh Nuiuber- 
R .  F .  Hurrod Frunk W. Norestein 

~ ~ i ~ ~ & ~ ~  ‘ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in Director of the Office of Popula- 
nomics, Oxford ; joint Editor tion Resekch at Princeton Uni- 
of - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~  journal,,; during versity, and Consultant in the 
\i.ar, on &lr. winston Churchilys Population Division of the 
statistical at Admiralty and United Nations’ Secretariat. 
Treasury ; author of “Inter- Lionel Robbins, C.B. 
national Economics”, “A Page of Professor of Economi,cs-, Univer- 
British Folly”, “Are These Hard- sity of London ; formerly 
ships Really Necessary ?” ’ lecturer New Co.llege, Oxford ; 

Director of the Economic Sec- 
tion of ,Offices of War Cabinet 

. To& professor of Economic (1941-45) ; author of “Econo- 
Science, University of London ; nomic Planning and Inter- 
formerly ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~~~~~i~~ national Order”, “The Economic 
Institute for Economic Research, 
and Lecturer in Economics, Jacob Viner 
University. of Vienna ; author Professor of Economics, Prince- 
of “The Pure Theory of Capital”, ’ ton University, and one of the 
“The Road to Serfdom”, etc. .foremost economistsofthe U . + L  
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Causes of War”, etc. 
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Incentives and 9fficial Policy 
By P. SARGANT FLORENCE 

TN a free society national cffici- to he moved. Inccntivcs and con- 
ency requires willingness and ducives to move can therefore he 

ability to work and willingness more selective. Where the work is 
and abilitv to move on the Dart of heaw. hieher rations mav be more 

I 

labour. i n  the last few years our attractive- to some than higher 
economy has changed in three wages, as well as a stronger incen- 
ways affecting these requirements. tive to work. - 
Thanks to Trade Union action and, I t  is a doubly mistaken policy on 
social legislation, no worker need the part of certain Trade Unions to 
suffer in ability to work owing !to insist on uniform rations. I t  not 
low income ; full employment only gives the heavy worker less 
is official policy, and unemploy- than he needs for his joh, but it 
ment or fear of it is no longer an fails-to attract new workers into 

.ince,ntive to work or more ; indus- unpopular work. Failurc to use 
tries are gradually being national- difkrential wagcs or rations 3s an 
ised, and the unwillingness to instrument towards mohilitythrows 
vork for soniebody clsc’s profit is us back either on a policy of differ- 
having its foundations knocked ential hours-which, helow the 
away. . present fairly normal 44 or 40, ’ Under these ne,v conditions would producc the very disease bf 
national policy must consist partly louser output we are trying to 
in finding new incentives to work or PreVent-Or on Coercion, euphemis- 

and in tically called “direction”. The  no- 
the lag of ideas behind facts. since tion of fairness applied to rations or 
at least some workers are not con- wages Policy needs overhauling. 
djtioned to other incentives, the old The  wage has three functions i n  the 

*incentive of the wage cannot be national economy: T O  give 
thrown away as well as the fear of workers the whercrvithal to buy 
unemployment. enough, and thus to conduce to 

efficiency at work ; to counter- 
With nationalisation the wage balance ,inherent disadranmgcs 

comes closer t O  the net \&e Of the in the different types of work, 

traction of profit, and attract or deter a supply of \yorkcrs 
Government should in accordance with the demand. 
(and may without Socialist qualms) ~h~ adjective “ f a i r z z  is usually 
make accurate time studies of the applied ,,.hen ,.ither 

ward individuals and groups willing of fair is not usually 
applied, however, when wages sat- to work at a reasonable pace. 

IVage policy, too, may be used isfy the third function. I f  we accept 
to move workers where they are this terminology, then wages policy 
wanted, by paying higher rates. must, in the interest of labour 
Though every worker must be mobility, often hc unfair. 
given an incentive to work reason- 
ably,pnly a margin of workers need 

. 

worker’s product without sub- including of training ; to 

possible rates of output, and re- of the first t,yo functions. 
~h~ . 

From 
October, 1947. 

POLITICAL ’ QUARTERLY, ~ 

. 2 5 6  26 
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ASHRIDGE COLLEGE 
(Princlpal : Generol Sir' Bernard Poget, G.C.6.. D.S.O., M.C.) 

'Ashridge i s  a residential 

College for education in 
C lT l  ZENSHI P 

and provides an open 
forum tor discussion 

* ,  Lectures ar$ given by dis- 
tinguished men and women 

Each lecture i s  followed 
by discussion and questions 

The great house, odopted to the needs of o modern 
residentiol college and providing every comfort is set 
in beoutiful gardens in .one of the most fomous 

porks in England 

For full Darticulars of week-end and holiday courses apply to :- 
The Bursar, 

Ashridge,, 
Berkhamsted, 

Herts. 
Tdephone: Little Gaddesden 3191 , 
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' Long Term Fuel Policy 
E.vfroers f r y ,  P.E.P. BROADSHEET, Oclobcr 24, 1947. 

The broadsheet here quoted sums up conclusions in 
. , Political and Economic Planning's full-scnle report on 

the British Fuel and Power industries. 

T A K I N G  the nationalisation of Complete development of hydro- 
coal, .gas and electricity as a n ,  electric possibilities in North Scot- 

all but accomplished fact, P E  P land and North \Vales might lead 
emphasises that the change of to a saving of 6 million tons of coal 
ownership must justify itself by a year. The  annual saving from the 
facilitating the solution of technical Severn Barrage scheme would be'  

.'problems and the realisation of a equivalent to about a million tons 
' rational and co-ordinated fuel a year, but it is unlikely to make a 

policy. T h e  regrouping of pro- contribution for se\'en years. 
duction units-and, in the case of A useful output of natural petro- 
gas and electricity, of distribution leum \vas obtained in Nottingham- 

' areas-is important for the raising shire during the war, 'and it is 
of efficiency, and it will be very hoped that exploration elsewhere 
much easier under unified owner- may re,real additional 
ship. None the less, the addition to total 

The  reorganisation of the coal fuel resources is unlikely to be 
industry \,.ill ultimately involve the substantial. The  same verdict ap- 
concentration of production in plies to other minor sources of' 
low-cost mines and the closing of fuel. 
those unsuitable for mechanisation. How soon atomic energy will be 
The  social effects of such a reorga- available it is impossible to predict. 
nisatioii would demand the most In  any case it  cannot bc assumed 
careful consideration. Full pro- that all other forms of fuel and 
vision would haye to be made for power will ultimately be replaced 
the transference of miners and for by atomic energy. 
any rehousing of their families 'The moral is clearly that cheap 
which would become necessary. and adequate 'production of coal, 
But given such safeguards, it would combined with the avoidance of '  
be disastrous if the political waste in its utilization must remain 
pressure of sectional interests were in the forefront of Britain's eco- 
to wto  necessary reforms. nomic planning. 

'British industry, as all the world How waste in the use of coal 
knows, is built upon coal. I t  has can best be avoided depends partly 
been estimated that in 1945 coal on the efficiency of the manufacture 
accounted directly or indirectly for of "secondary" fuels derived from 

.over 90 per cent. of total British coal. I t  is often suggested that all 
fuel consumption, and imported coal ought to be processed, none 
petroleum products for about 9 being used in the ran' state. In so 
per cent. Other primary resources far as the suggestion is based on 
-hydro-electricity and home pro- fuel economy, it must be judged , 
duced natural petroleum-provided with two factors in mind. One is 
together well under 1' per cent. the success of carbonisatioii and 
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electricity generation in transferring 
the full value of coal to the gas, the 
current, the coke, ,and the by- 
products and other sources of 
useful heat which result. The  
other is the efficiency with which 
the secondary fuels can themselves 
be used, compared with that pos- 
sible for raw coal. . ’The “thermal efficiency” of gas 
manufacture is a subject of contro- 
versy. Accurate information on the 
average calorific value of the coal 
used and the coke produced is not 
available. T h e  average thermal effi- 

‘ ciency of British gasworks is prob- 
ably about 70 per cent. I t  may be 
expected that with the improvement 

I of the more backward works the 
percentage will be raised to 80. 

The  amount of coal carbonised 
in coke ovens is almost as great as 
that processed by the gas industry. 
Hard or “oven” coke was originally 

’ 

produced for use in blast furnaces, 
hut has also been sold extensively 
for other purposes since the de- 
pression of the early ’thirties. Gas 
is a by-product of the coke ovens, 
which supply large aniouuts to gas 
undertakings; i n  Sheffield almost all 
the gas consumed comes from this 
source. Closer co-ordination of the, 
gas and coke industries is desirable. 

The  .average thermal efficiency 
of British electricity generating‘ 
stations was about 22 per cent. 
before the war, the best stations 
reaching ahout 30 per cent. T h e  
latter figure is unlikely to he 
exceeded without radical changes in 
the utilisation of waste heat. 

In  Russia, in Germany‘and, to a 
smaller extent in the U.S.A., 
generating plants have been de- 
signed so that waste heat could be 
used for district heating. To adapt 
existing British power stations for 

The name which for  three quarters of a century has 
personified the highest standard .f 

quality in a wide range of specialised products. E .  
HYGIENIC CHEMIC0 HOUSEHOLD CLEANSER 

METAL POLISH . WAX POLISH- , 

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO. LTD. SHIRLEY WARWICKSHIRE - I 
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this purpose would be impractic- disappear except for certain special 
able, partly because their location is uses. 
often unsuitable. The  possib es The  use pf large volumes of- 
of district heating, particularly in steam is.involvcd i n  the processes 
new towns and rebuilt areas, sllouid of certain types of manufacture, 
be taken into:account in defiding such as the production of textiles, 
the sites of new stations. chemicals, food and paper. This 

It should also be possible to steam is not usually required a t  
make greater use of waste heat for the high temperatures and pressures 
industrial purposes. This could be needed for power generation and 
done if factories generated them- can often be taken from the ex- 

' selves a larger proportion of. their hausts of power equipment. \\'here - 
electric power requirements, so it is used it therefore provides an 
that heat which would otherwise argument in favour either of steam- 
be lost in cooling-water could bc driven machinery or of electricity 
used in the works. Alternatively, generation on the premises. T h e  
supply undertakings could erect same applies to space heating, 
stations near large factories or though this is a particularly difficult 
groups of factories where there subject. Its importance varies nide- 
would be .substantial demands for ly and the total demand is not easy 
both power and steam. to estimate. In  general it may be 

The  efficiency of utilisation of baid that the rekovery of waste 
raw coal for some purposes, such heat for space heating, processing 
as furnace firing, is often very low or other purposes is one of the most 
compared with that of some of the promising means of raising the 
secondary fuels On the other hand efficiency of all types of fuel-using 
much of the coal consumed in a '  processes. 
raw state is used for sieam raising,, 'The increasing preference for 
and with large-scale operation as processed fuels in recent years 
much as 90 per cent. of the heat has been due largely to other 
value of the coal may then be considerations than thermal effi- 
transferred to the steam. Industry ciency, for example savings in 
generates steam for three main space and labour. Furthermore, ' 
purposes, apart from the production appliances using solid fuel have 
of electricity ; the supply of mech- ofte? permitted less precision of 
anically applied 'power, processing control than those using gas, elec- 
and space heating. tricity or oil. There has been 

Despite a great extension of insufficient co-operation in raising 
electrification in the last twenty efficiency between the appliance 
years, a large proportion of indus- manufacturers, the coal industry 
trial power is still produced by ' and the newer fuel-using indus- 

' reciprocating steam engines and tries. The Combustion Appliance 
transmitted by belts and shafting. Makers' Association and the British 
I n  tlic case of old reciprocating Coal Utilisation Research Associa-. 
cniincs, thermal efficiency rarely tion a& attempting to remedy this 
exceeds 10 per cent. This poor deficiency. Co-operative examina- 
performance must be set against tion of the grades and sizes in which 
the high level of efficiency pcliievetl coal should be marketed is also 
with raw coal in the preliminary desirable. If the classification and 
stage of steam generation. Indeed, preparation of coal were more 
the reciprocating cngine'is likely to rational and reliable, a finer ad- 

' 

- 

. 
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justment of equipment would he 
possible.. 

I t  was seen at the beginning of 
this section that, apart from coal 
and its derivatives, the most im- 
portant source of heat and puwer in 
Britain is imported petroleum pro- 
ducts. Before the war, nearly 80 
per ccnt. of British requirements 
was imported as finished products 
and little more than a fifth was 
refined at home. The  extension of 
home refining would result in a 
substantial saving of foreign ex- 
change. It would also favour the 
incrcasingly important branches of 
chemical manufacture which are 
based on petroleum products, and 
might help to develop an export 
trade in refinery plant. 

On the other hand, it is possible 
that the economic success of British 
refining would he handicapped by 
inability to obtain the finished 

products in the proportions in 
which they are required in this 
country. In  addition, the cost o f '  

this country than, for example, in 
the U.S.A. Moreover, countries 
producing petroleum are coming 
increasingly to oppose the export  of^ 
crude oil and to insist that at least 
part of the output shall he refined 
in the country of origin. 

There is urgent need of detailed 
statistics on fuel consumption. In- 

efficiency of use for various pur- 
poses and on the range between the 
hest .and worst pactice.  Little is 
known as to the consumption of gas, 
electricity. and oil by individual 
industries. There are almost no 
quantitative data on the purposes 
for which industries use fu$. 
Much evidence on these points has 
been collected by the various Fuel 

equipment is likely to he higher in ! . 

! 
i i  

I 
formation is required on the average I 
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Efficiency Committees since the 
outbreak of the war, but little has 
yet been collated and publis!d 
Though there has been considerable 
improvement as compared with 
pre-war statistics, much remains to 
be done before the basis of reliable 
judgments on fuel policy is avail- 
able. 

Coal consumption. in collieries 
amounted to about 5 per cent. of 
total output before the war and 
accounted for a still higher propor- 
tion in recent years. Railways, the 
principal users of reciprocating 
steam engines, require about 15 
million tons a year.. 

I n  iron and steel works before 
the war raw coal and coke each 
accounted for about 40 per cent. 
.of the industry's fuel consumption. 
During the war there was a marked 
rise in the output of electric steel. 
In  the future increased integration 
 is^ likely to result in the more 

'extensive use of by-product gases. 
A striking fiature of textile 

manufacture is the continued use 
.of reciprocating steam engines driv- 
ing line shafting. Fuel efficiency 
has been reasonably high for the 

type  of plant ; furthermore dec- 
.trification was spreading steadily 

before the war. Substantial fuel, 
economies could still be achieved by 
electrification, particularly in the 
cotton industry, though the capital 
expenditure involved \w!ild he 
heavy. 

In the household about three- 
quarters of domestic consumption 
in 1945 was in the form of solid 
fuel ; gas accounted for about a 
sixth, and electricity for about half 
as much as gas. 

Domestic consumption offers a 
particularly fruitful field for im- 
provements in efficiency of utilisa- 
tion. In all 'new housebuilding, 
great attention should be paid to 
the efficiency of heating appliances 
and the insulation of the structure. 
In  the past the majority of the 
population has not been able to 
afford adequate heat. Improve- 
ments are therefore essential id 
order to avoid a large increase in 
the amount of fuel used as com- 
pared with before the war. 

Asfuel policy must reconcile the 
consumei's interest, or rather the 
national interest in efficient manu- 
facture, domestic heating and so 
forih, with the need to reduce the 
demands of .fuel production on I 

mahpower and wasting assets. 
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